
 
 

“There is no real convincing data that taking calcium supplements 
prevents bone loss”....says Dr.Mitra Ray 

 
Dr.Mitra Ray’s web site is www.fromheretolongevity.com and her 

bio is attached. 
 

Dr.Ray continues by saying that excess calcium, other than what is 
in whole foods, will end up in all the wrong places.  Doctors are 
trained to recommend calcium supplements and on closer analysis 
neither the reasoning or the research bears out.  “Women should 
not be lulled into a false sense of security about protecting 
themselves with calcium supplements as it simply doesn’t make 
sense or a positive difference,” says Dr.Ray.   
What about pharmaceuticals to help with bone loss?  Some of the 
drugs used have been recalled and some have had law suits against 
them because of the harmful side effects.  Dr.Ray asks us to weigh 
the odds and her recommendation is LIFESTYLE CHANGES! 
 
She states, “common sense backed up by hard science that a diet 
rich in fruits and vegetables help reduce urinary calcium loss.  
Fruits and vegetables help to maintain the alkalinity that is needed 
for optimal health....where everything thing else pretty much 
increases the acidity in the body. In order to compensate we release 
the largest reservoir of alkaline salt in the body which is calcium 
bicarbonate in the bone.  The calcium part of the salt goes out the 
urine while the bicarbonate helps reduce acidity.” 
 
“Again taking calcium does nothing to relieve the problem. 
Furthermore the continual loss of calcium from the bones and the 
ingesting of calcium supplements may lead to the formation of 
kidney stones amongst many other problems. So the bottom line is 
we need more fruits and vegetables NOT more calcium 
supplements and we need to reduce our intake of processed foods 



and animal protein which increases acidity in the body. This 
includes the elimination of dairy products which are touted by the 
dairy industry as a good source of calcium.  Schools are often 
subsidized for selling milk to children.  There are very impressive 
studies done showing a strong correlation in world populations that 
use dairy products having a higher incidence of hip fractures.”   
 
“Most vegetables have more calcium than milk.  In fact all living 
things have calcium.  Plants have VERY bioavailable calcium.  It 
is not a deficiency of calcium that causes weak bones but rather 
our acidic diet....such as processed foods and animal products that 
causes the body to leech out in the form of calcium biocarbonate in 
attempt to reduce acidity.” 
 
“THE MORE PLANTS YOU EAT THE MORE CALCIUM YOU 
KEEP IN THE BODY!”  
 
“Weight bearing exercise and the pulling and tugging of ligaments 
against bones will trigger the bones to take up nutrients to get 
stronger.  It takes more than just calcium to make strong bones. It’s 
all the nutrients working together.” 
 
“Juice Plus is an incredible asset in helping maintain strong bones.  
Juice Plus is alkaline to the body and it is a bioavailable source of 
nutrients you need to build stronger bones.” 
 
Eating lots of fruits and vegetables and taking Juice Plus everyday 
will help with bone density as well as aging more gracefully. 

      
 


